C3 Privacy Room Dividers provide stylish and functional separation between residents in semi-private rooms in lieu of cubicle curtains. The dividers present a more residential atmosphere. Units can be configured in many design styles and finishes and with custom sizes. Each resident has personal storage in their own wardrobe and dresser drawers.
Drawer fronts are separate from the drawer box, simplifying replacement, if necessary.

Drawer construction includes dowels and staples on sides with an additional bead of glue along perimeter of drawer bottom.

Self-closing drawers have metal drawer slides that are tested to 100 lb capacity per drawer and have drawer stops for safety. Drawers are easily removable by lifting up over the slides.

Dresser has full shelf between each drawer for privacy and structural support.

European-style hinges provide superior strength and adjustability. Doors can be removed without removing hinges from either the door or cabinet. Hidden hinges offer 100 degree swing and are self-closing.

Wardrobe clothes bar height is adjustable.

Wardrobes have a solid back for structural support.

All dressers and wardrobes have a full bottom board for additional structural support.

Wardrobes, dresser, and radius bookcase provide top access points to the 4” levelers for easy adjustment with a screw driver or socket ratchet to accommodate uneven floor surfaces.

All units have levelers and floor glides.

The recommended engineered anchoring design for this unit is based on the 2013 California Building Code and is suitable for installation to include acute care facilities. Site’s Structural Engineer of Record is responsible for unit anchoring design installation suitability for each specific facility.

Available in Basic American Collections: Peachtree, Berkeley, Magnolia, Charleston, Hamilton, Savannah, Oak Park, Georgetown, Avondale, and Highland (all with solid kickplates only).

Available finishes: